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Chapterr 9 
Constraint-Basedd Qualitative Spatial 

Reasoning g 

9.11 Introduction 
Qualitativee reasoning was introduced in AI to abstract from the numeric quanti-
ties,, such as the precise time of an event, or the concrete location or velocity of 
ann object, and to reason instead on the level of appropriate abstractions. 

InIn the literature two different forms of qualitative reasoning were studied. 
Thee first one is concerned with reasoning about continuous change in physical 
systems,, monitoring streams of observations and simulating behaviours, to name a 
feww applications. The main techniques used are qualitative differential equations, 
constraintt propagation and discrete state graphs. For a thorough introduction 
seee [Kuipers, 1994]. 

Thee second one aims at reasoning about contingencies such as time, space, 
shape,, size, directions, etc. through an abstraction of the quantitative information 
intoo a finite set of qualitative relations. One then relies on complete knowledge 
aboutt the interrelationship between these qualitative relations. This approach is 
exemplifiedd by temporal reasoning due to [Allen, 1983], spatial reasoning intro-
ducedd in [Egenhofer, 1991] and [Randell et al, 1992a], reasoning about cardinal 
directionss (such as North, Northwest, etc), see, e.g., [Ligozat, 1998], etc. 

AA recent and comprehensive overview of the qualitative spatial reasoning 
(QSR)) field is provided by [Cohn and Hazarika, 2001]. 

Constraint-Basedd Models 

Qualitativee spatial representation and reasoning problems lend themselves well to 
modellingg by constraints. In the standard modelling approach, a spatial object, 
suchh as a region, is described by a variable, and the qualitative relation between 
spatiall  objects, such as the topological relation between two regions, contributes 
aa constraint. 

139 9 
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Forr many QSR calculi it is known how, in a semantical respect, global feasibil-
ityy of a spatial specification corresponds to local feasibility. In the case of a fully 
specifiedd topological scenario, for instance, if for all three objects the respective 
threee binary topological relations are compositionally consistent, then the entire 
scenarioo is consistent. In the standard model with relations as constraints, this 
conditionn corresponds to path-consistency (PC, Def 2.1.10). 

Iff  the qualitative relation between two objects is not fully specified, the corre-
spondingg constraint is a disjunction of basic constraints. By establishing PC, such 
aa disjunctive constraint is refined in view of the constraints with which it shares 
aa variable. A combination of PC with search over the disjunctive constraints 
decidess the consistency of indefinite scene descriptions. 

Wee examine here an alternative constraint-based formulation of QSR. In this 
approach,, a spatial object is a constant, and the relation between spatial objects 
iss a variable. We call this the relation variable approach, in contrast to the 
conventionall  relation constraint approach. 

Althoughh the use of relation variables is not original, see [Tsang, 1987] where 
relationn variables are proposed for qualitative temporal reasoning, it is mentioned 
veryy rarely in the QSR literature. This fact surprises in view of the advantages of 
thiss approach. In particular, the following important issues are tackled success-
fully: : 

Aspectt  integration. Space has several aspects that can be characterised qual-
itatively,, such as topology, size, shape, relative and absolute orientation. 
Thesee aspects are interdependent, but no convenient canonical representa-
tionn exists that provides a link. This is in contrast to temporal reasoning, in 
whichh concepts such as periods and durations are defined in terms of time 
points. . 

Contextt  embedding. Spatial reasoning problems are not likely to occur in pure 
formm in practice. They are embedded into a non-spatial context or contain 
application-specificc side constraints. For example, we consider below evolu-
tionss of spatial scenarios over time. 

Systems.. The usual relation constraint approach is not declarative in a strict 
sense:: knowledge is stated in algorithmic or at best meta constraint form. 
However,, typical current constraint solving systems focus on domain reduc-
tion,, and rarely provide facilities to easily access and modify the constraint 
network,, which is required for enforcing PC. Custom-built reasoning sys-
temss are needed. 

QSRR with relation variables responds to these points. Aspect integration is 
facilitatedd by stating additional inter-aspect constraints. These constraints are 
dealtt with on the same level and by the same constraint propagation algorithms 
ass the intra-aspect constraints. Similarly, a spatial reasoning problem can be 
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Figuree 9.1: RCC-8 relations (2D example) 

embeddedd or extended by viewing it as a set of subconstraints in a larger con-
straintt satisfaction problem. We demonstrate this point by an extensive study of 
qualitativee spatial simulation in Chapter 10. 

Finally,, the relation variable approach results in a conceptually plain, single-
levell  constraint satisfaction problem. Checking satisfiability corresponds directly 
too searching a solution. The problem constraints, which are extensionally de-
fined,fined, can be propagated by any chosen method; generalised arc-consistency 
(GAC,, Def. 2.1.5) can be established with membership rules, for example. In 
fact,, any sufficiently expressive constraint solving method can be applied, a 
search&propagation-basedd solver is just one option. 

9.22 Topological Reasoning with RCC-8 

Reasoningg about topology is one of the best-known cases of spatial reasoning. 
Itt was introduced by [Egenhofer, 1991] and [Randell et al., 1992b]. The latter in 
particularr studied the Region Connection Calculus with 8 relations (RCC-8). We 
usee it in the following to illustrate a number of concepts in QSR. 

Inn RCC-8 one distinguishes eight topological relations between two regions. 
Wee denote the eight topological relations between two regions that are distin-
guishess in RCC-8 by disjoint, meet, overlap, equal, covers, coveredby, contains, inside; 
theirr meaning is indicated in Fig. 9.1. We call the resulting set RCC8. These 
relationss are jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint: any two spatial regions are 
inn one and exactly one of the RCC-8 relations to each other. 

AA spatial topological scenario consists of a set of region names and restrictions 
onn the topological relation for pairs of regions. A scenario is fully specified if 
exactlyy one topological relation is given for each region pair. 
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9.2.11 Composit ion 

Consideringg the triple Ra,b, Rb,c, Ra,c of relations between some regions a, 6, c, one 
findss that not all triples of RCC-8 relations are semantically feasible. The 193 
consistentt triples are collected in the so-called composition table, see Figure 9.2 
(thee entry RCC8 abbreviates the full list). For instance, the (inside, meet, disjoint) 
meanss that if region a is inside region b and b 'touches' region c then it is con-
sistentt with the topological semantics that region a is disjoint of c. 

Thee significance of the composition table comes from the fact that composi-
tionall  consistency entails global consistency. This was proved in [Bennett, 1998]. 
If,, in a fully specified topological scenario, for all triples of regions the relations be-
tweenn them respect the composition table then the scenario is consistent. Global 
semanticc consistency can hence be established by local reasoning. 

9.2.22 Converse Relation 

InIn analogy to the composition table, it is helpful to think of a converse relation 
tablee consisting of the eight pairs (R, R1) of RCC-8 relations such that R1 is the 
conversee of R. It is printed in Fig. 9.3. 

Iff  equal is agreed upon as the relation of a region with itself then the converse 
relationn table follows from the composition table. 

9.33 Modelling QSR with Constraints 

Wee examine now how spatial scenarios can be modelled as constraint satisfaction 
problems.. We continue using RCC-8 as an example, but most of the concepts 
beloww are immediately transferable to other spatial aspects. 

Thee set of region names in a topological scenario is from now on denoted by 
Regions. Regions. 

9.3.11 Relations as Constraints 

Inn this conventional approach, Regions is considered to be a set of region vari-
ables.. Their domain is the set of all spatial regions in the underlying topological 
space.. For example, if we model 2D space then a region variable represents a 
sett of points in the plane; so the domain may be infinite. Information about the 
topologicall  relation between two regions is expressed as a binary constraint Rel 
thatt corresponds to a subset of RCC8. One usually writes this in infix notation 
as s 

constraintt x Rel y where Rel C RCC8 and x,y e Regions. 
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Figuree 9.2: The composition table for the RCC-8 relations 
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Figuree 9.3: The converse relations for the RCC-8 relations 

Suchh a CSP describes a possibly partially specified scenario. Whether a 
correspondingg fully specified and satisfiable scenario exists is checked by path-
consistencyy and search over the relations. A PC-establishing algorithm revises 
thee constraints between regions according to the converse relation and composi-
tionn tables of RCC-8, and search branches over disjunctive constraints. 

Whenn establishing satisfiability of a scenario, only the constraints are pro-
cessed,, for compositional consistency. The variables remain unassigned. 

9.3.22 Relations as Variables 

Heree we interpret every element of Regions as a constant. The topological relation 
betweenn two regions is a variable with a subset of RCC8 as its domain. Such a 
relationn variable exists for each ordered pair of regions, and we collect all these 
variabless in an array Rel. We write an individual relation as 

variablee Rel[a, b] where Rel[a, b] C RCC8 and a, 6 G Regions. 

Integrit yy Constraints 

Relationn converse and composition in this setting are captured at the constraint 
level.. The binary constraint conv represents the converse relation table: 

conv(( Rel[a, b], Rel[b, a}) for all {a, 6}  C Regions. 

Thee composition table is represented by the ternary constraint comp, with 

comp(( Rel[a,b], Rel[b, c], Rel[a,c] ) for all {a,b,c} C Regions. 

Inn presence of 

Rel[a,a]Rel[a,a] — equal for all a e Regions 

andd a conv constraint for all pairs of different regions, one comp constraint per 
threee different regions suffices. 
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9.3.33 Discussion 

Byy modelling the items of interest as variables and static information as con-
straints,, the relation variable approach yields plain finite-domain CSPs in which 
thee solutions (i.e., assignments) are relevant. There is a straightforward corre-
spondencee between a solution and a fully specified, consistent scenario. Obtaining 
thee latter from a partially specified scenario amounts to the standard task of solv-
ingg a finite-domain CSP. 

Constructingg a relation variable model means finding integrity constraints 
thatt embody the intended semantics. Once that has been accomplished, the 
originn or meaning of the constraints plays no role. It is irrelevant for a constraint 
solverr whether comp represents the composition operation in a relation algebra. 
Wee discuss examples below in which other restrictions on the relations must be 
satisfied.. There is thus a clear distinction between specification and execution. 
Thee relation variable approach is declarative in a strict sense. 

Constraintt  Propagation 

Thee relation variable approach is independent of the particular constraint solving 
method.. We can, however, choose a solver based on search and propagation, and 
furthermoree we could choose a GAC-establishing propagation algorithm. 

Pathh consistency in the relation constraint approach and generalised arc-
consistencyy in the relation variable approach simulate each other. This can be 
seenn by analysing, in both approaches, the removal of one topological relation from 
thee disjunctive constraint a Rel b, or from the domain of the variable Rel[a,b], 
respectively.. The reason in both cases must be the lack of supporting relations 
betweenn a, c and b, c, for some third region c; that is, compositional consistency. 

Timee Complexity 

Itt is perhaps not surprising but useful to mention that establishing the respective 
locall  consistency in either approach, i.e., PC for the relation constraint approach 
andd GAC for the relation variable approach, requires the same computational 
effort. . 

Enforcingg PC by an algorithm as the one given in [Mackworth, 1977] requires 
timee in Ö(n3) [Mackworth and Freuder, 1985], where n is the number of regions. 
Itt is assumed there that one PC step, restricting a Rel c by a Rel b and 6 Rel c, 
takess constant time. 

Analoguee reasoning entails that GAC can be enforced in constant time on a 
singlee comp(Rel[a, 6], Rel[b, c], Rel[a, c\) constraint — observe that the three vari-
abless have domains of size at most eight. In this way, the overall time complexity 
dependss only on the number Q) of such constraints; and it is thus in 0(n3) as 
well. . 
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Relatedd Work 

Inn [Tsang, 1987] the relation variable approach is described for qualitative tem-
porall  reasoning, a field similar to QSR. The idea appears not to have caught on, 
however.. One reason is probably that integration in temporal reasoning is simpler 
becausee the canonical representation of time points on the real line exists. By 
referringg to its end points, a time interval can directly be related to its duration 
orr another time interval. Space, in contrast, has no such convenient canonical 
representationn — but many aspects to be integrated. 

Inn QSR, the possibility of the relation variable approach is mentioned occa-
sionallyy in passing, but without examining its potential. For actually modelling 
andd solving QSR problems using relation variables I am only aware of [Apt, 2003, 
pagess 30-33], which deals with a single aspect only. 

Fromm the perspective of constraint logic programming, relation variables are 
discussedd in [Lamma et al., 1999]. It is studied there how binary relational reason-
ingg can be embedded into CLP(FD), and how relational (qualitative) information 
cann be combined with quantitative information by constraints. 

Finally,, it is important to point out that the elaborate heuristics developed 
forr qualitative spatial reasoning, such as those reported in [Renz and Nebel, 2001] 
forr RCC-8 and in [Ligozat, 1998] for the cardinal directions, can be easily inte-
gratedd into a relation variable constraint solver. In this view, these heuristics are 
customaryy variable and value ordering heuristics by type. 

9.44 Relat ion Variables in Use 

Ann essential advantage of the relation variable approach is that the relevant in-
formationn is available in variables. This means that linking pieces of information 
reducess to merely stating additional constraints on the variables. In that way, 
embeddingg a QSR problem into an application context or adding side restrictions, 
forr example, can be dealt with easily and declaratively. 

Wee now illustrate the use of relation variables. We consider the issue of com-
positee models with several cases of aspect integration. Furthermore, we discuss 
casess in which a qualitative relation is not atomic but is best represented as a 
sett of atoms. This view leads to the use of set variables and constraints, which 
aree well established in constraint programming. Finally, we show how one can 
elegantlyy constrain objects, not only qualitative relations, with relation variables 
andd array constraints of Chapter 8. 

9.4.11 Combining Topology and Size 

Followingg [Gerevini and Renz, 2002], we study scenarios combining topological 
andd size information. We collect information about both these aspects and their 
linkk in one CSR 
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Promm now on, n denotes the number of regions. 

Topologicall  Aspect 

Ass in Section 9.3.2, the 

nn x n array TopoRel 

off  RCC-8 relation variables stores the topological relation between two regions. 
Thee integrity constraints convRccs; compRCC8 need to hold. 

Sizee Aspect 

Relativee size of regions is captured by one of relations {< ,= ,> } , as in 
[Gerevinii  and Renz, 2002]. The 

nn x n array SizeRel 

off  variables stores the relative sizes of region pairs. The converse relation and 
compositionn tables are straightforward; the integrity constraints are 

convSizee = {  (<, >), (=, =), (>, <) } , and 
compSizee = {  (<, <, <), (<, =, <), . ..} (13 triples). 

Linkin gg the Aspects 

Thee topological relation between two regions is dependent on their relative size. 
AA table with this information is given in [Gerevini and Renz, 2002], it contains 
ruless such as the following: 

TopoRel[a,TopoRel[a, b] — inside implies SizeRel[a,b] = (<), 

SizeRel[a,SizeRel[a, b] — (=) implies TopoRel[a, b] € {disjoint, meet, overlap, equal}. 

InIn [Gerevini and Renz, 2002], these rules represent a meta constraint; they are 
usedd within an algorithm that modifies constraints. Here, we infer instead a 
properr constraint, linking both aspects. We define link-ropo&Size by the set 

{{  (inside, <), (disjoint, —), . .. }  (14 pairs) 

andd state it as 

linkTopo&Size(( TopoRel[a, b], SizeRel[a, b]) 

forr all regions a, b. 
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9.4.1.. EXAMPLE. Let us pick up the combined scenario from 
[Gerevinii  and Renz, 2002, p. 14]. Five regions, numbered 0, . . . , 4, are con-
strainedd by 

TopoRel[0,TopoRel[0, 2] G {coveredby, equal}, 

TopoRel[l,0]TopoRel[l,0] G {coveredby,equal,overlap}, SizeRel[0,2] G {<} , 

TopoRel[l,TopoRel[l, 2] G {coveredby, equal}, SizeRel[3,1] G {< , =} , 

TopoRel[4,TopoRel[4, 3] G {coveredby,equal}, SizeRel[2,4] G {<,=} . 

Independently,, the topological and the size scenarios are consistent while the 
combinedd scenario is not. It is pointed out in [Gerevini and Renz, 2002] that 
naivee propagation scheduling schemes (first one aspect, then the other; etc.) do 
nott suffice to detect inconsistency. 

AA formulation of this scenario as a combined topological & size CSP in the 
relationn variable approach is straightforward. The resulting CSP can be solved by 
aa typical constraint programming platform that supports user-defined constraint 
propagationn algorithms, such as the ECL*PSe system [Wallace et al., 1997]. 
ECL/PSee is focused on search and domain-reducing propagation; and it also pro-
videss generic GAC-enforcing propagation algorithm for user-defined constraints. 

Alternatively,, we can use membership rules to enforce GAC. We can compute 
suchh rule sets for convSize and compSize from their respective definitions, by the 
methodd described in Section 5.4.4 followed by removing redundant rules (Sec-
tionn 4.3.1). We obtain for example the membership rules 

compSize(a:,y,2),, x G {<,=} , y G {<,= }  -> ? / ( > ), 
compSize(a;,y,2),, xG {<} , y G {<,= }  -> z ^ (=). 

Thee definition of the linking constraint link-ropo&Size is already provided in terms 
off  rules by [Gerevini and Renz, 2002]. The rules are not membership rules but 
eachh is equivalent to one. For example, the rule "TopoRel[x,y] = inside implies 
SizeRel[x,y]SizeRel[x,y] = (<)" mentioned earlier is equivalent to 

linkToPo&Size(£,y),, x = inside —  y f (>), y ^ (=). (r) 

Whilee these rules fully define the linkToPo&Size constraint, they do not propagate it 
sufficientlyy to establish GAC. From these rules we can, however, compute stronger 
ruless that do enforce GAC, as described in Section 5.3.3. Doing so, we obtain, 
forr example, the membership rules 

linkTopo<SiSize(x,, y), x G {equal, coveredby, inside} -» y ^ (>) , 

linkTopo&size(£,ï/)>> x G {contains, covers, coveredby, inside} —»  y ^ (=) 

too which rule (r) contributed. 
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Givenn the above CSP and a constraint propagation method to enforce GAC 
onn the five involved types of constraints, we verified with the help of an ECI/PSe 

implementationn that solely executing GAC-propagation for all constraints (i.e., 
noo search) yields failure, which proves that this CSP is inconsistent. D 

Aspectt  Integration wit h Relation Constraints 

Forr the purpose of aspect integration but within the relation constraint approach, 
inn [Gerevini and Renz, 2002] a new algorithm called BIPATH-CONSISTENCY is 
proposed.. Its principle is the computation of path-consistency for both types of 
relationss in an interleaved fashion while taking into account the interdependency. 
Thee linkTopo&size constraint is in essence treated as a meta constraint on the al-
gorithmm level. Moreover, the BIPATH-CONSISTENCY algorithm fixes in part the 
orderr of propagation. 

Thee relation variable method, on the other hand, is declarative; all information 
iss in the five types of constraints. They are handled by repeated, interleaved calls 
too the same GAC-enforcing algorithm. The actual propagation order is irrelevant 
forr the result. 

BIPATH-CONSISTENCYY  is restricted to combining two types of relations (e.g., 
twoo aspects of space). In contrast, the relation variable approach is compositional 
inn the sense that adding a third aspect, such as morphology [Cristani, 1999] or 
orientation,, is straightforward. It amounts to formulating integrity constraints 
suchh as conv and comp, linking constraints to each of the already present aspects, 
andd a constraint linking all three aspects. Some of these constraints may be 
logicallyy redundant. 

9.4.22 Combining Cardinal Directions and Topology 

Reasoningg about orientation, another important aspect of space, is the study of 
thee relation of two objects, the primary and the reference object, with respect 
too a frame of reference. Orientation requires thus inherently a ternary relation. 
However,, by agreeing on the frame of reference, a binary relation is obtained. 

Absolutee Orientation 

Thee binary relation approach is realised in the cardinal direction model 
[Frank,, 1992], based on the geographic (compass) directions. Points as well as 
regionss have been studied as the objects to be oriented. The point-based mod-
elss can be cast in the relation variable approach analogously to topology, Sec-
tionn 9.3.2. For instance, Frank [Frank, 1992] distinguishes for pairs of points the 
jointlyy exhaustive and pairwise disjoint relations N, NW, W,..., denoting North, 
Northwest,, West, etc. Ligozat [Ligozat, 1998] gives a composition table. 
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Figuree 9.4: Locating South America from within Ecuador 

Orientin gg Regions 

Inn [Goyal and Egenhofer, 1997] and [Skiadopoulos and Koubarakis, 2001] a more 
expressivee model is studied, The oriented objects in this model are regions. The 
exactt shape of the primary region is taken into account, and a ninth atomic 
relationn B exists, describing overlap of the primary region and the axes-parallel 
minimumm bounding box of the reference region. Sets of the atomic relations are 
thenn used to describe directional information. 

Inn this way, for example, the position of South America for an observer lo-
catedd in Ecuador can be fully described by the (set of) directions 'here', north, 
northeast,, east, southeast, south; see Fig. 9.4. 

Relationn variables for such directional information of regions are thus naturally 
setset variables. They take their value from a set of sets of constants, unlike the 
relationn variables for topology and size whose domain is a set of atomic constants. 

Forr each pair a, b of regions, the direction is a relation variable 

DirRel[a,b]DirRel[a,b] £ P(Dir) with Dir = {B, N, NW, . . . , NE} 

(too be read as "region a seen from region b is in . . . " ). V denotes the power set 
function.. So we have for example 

Dir-Rd[south_america,, ecuador] = {B, N, NE, E, SE, S}, and 

DirRe/[ecuador,south_america]] = {B}. 

Integrit yy Constraints 

AA specific restriction on the set values that DirRel[a, b] can take, arises if a, b are 
internallyy connected regions, which is often assumed. Only 218 of the 512 subsets 
off  Dir are then semantically possible. This knowledge can be represented in a 
unaryunary integrity constraint 

connectedd ( Rel [a, b]) for all {a, b} C Regions. 
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Forr example, connected allows {N, NW,W}  but excludes {N,S} . 
Thee constraints comp and conv can be derived from studies of composition 

[Skiadopouloss and Koubarakis, 2001] and converse [Cicerone and Felice, 2004] (it 
iss outside of our focus whether these are the only integrity constraints needed). 

Integrationn with Topology 

Lett us consider linking directional information to topology. The relevant knowl-
edgee could be expressed by rules such as 

TopoRel[a,b]TopoRel[a,b] e {equal, inside, coveredby}  implies DirRel[a,b] = {B} , 

TopoRel[a,b\TopoRel[a,b\ € {contains, covers}  implies DirRel[a: b] D {B} . 

Thesee rules define a linking constraint linkTopo&Djr, to be stated as 

linkxoPo&Dir(( TopoRel[a, &], DirRel[a, b]) 

forr all regions a, b. We now have some components of a combined cardinal direc-
tionss & topology model. It can be given to any sufficiently expressive constraint 
solver,, which in particular would provide constraints on set variables. 

Constraintt solving with set variables is an established subject in research on 
constraintt programming; it is discussed in [Gervet, 1997], for example. Many 
contemporaryy constraint programming systems support set variables. 

9.4.33 Cyclic Ordering of Orientations 

Fromm the several formalisations of orientation information with an explicit frame 
off  reference, let us examine the approach to cyclic ordering of 2D orientations 
off  [Isli and Cohn, 2000]. Here, the spatial objects are orientations, i.e. directed 
lines.. At the root of the framework is the qualitative classification of the angle 
<(a,6)) between the two orientations a and b by 

Or(<(a,6))== < 

ee (equal) if a = 0, 

II  (left) if 0 < a < ? r, 

oo (opposite) if a — ir, 

rr (right) if -K < a < 2TT 

intoo the jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint relations e, l,o, r; see Fig. 9.5 for 
ann illustration. For three orientations a, b, c, we now consider the triple 

( O r ( < ( M ) ,, Or(<(c,6)), Or(<(c,o)) ). 

Off  all 43 triples over {e, I, o, r} , only 24 combinations are geometrically possible; 
wee denote this set by Cyc; Fig. 9.6 shows three of its elements. 
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Figuree 9.5: The relations e, l,o, r of a pair of orientations 

Figuree 9.6: The Cyc relations Irl, lei, and rol of a triple of orientations 

Suchh cyclic ordering information can be expressed within the relation variable 
approachh in an array CycRel that in particular is ternary. We have thus a relation 
variable e 

CycRel[a,CycRel[a, b, c] G Cyc with Cyc = {Irl , orl,..., rle} 

forr every three orientations a, b, c. The integrity constraints here are 

conv(( CycRel[a, b, c], CycRel[a,c, b\), 

comp(( CycRel[a, b, c], CycRel[a, c, d], d], CycRel[a, b, d]), 

andd a new constraint 

rotate(( CycRel[a, b, c], CycRel\c, a, b]). 

Detailss and definitions can be found in [Isli and Cohn, 2000]. 
Workingg within the relation constraint approach, Isli and Cohn construct 

aa new algorithm called s^c that enforces 4-consistency [Freuder, 1978] on the 
ternaryy relation constraints that correspond to CycRel. They are able to prove 
thatt this algorithm decides consistency, i. e., 2D geometric feasibility, of fully spec-
ifiedd scenarios. The s^c algorithm uses exactly the information that we represent 
inn the conv, comp and rotation constraints. Consequently, we can conclude that 
inn our relation variable model these constraints guarantee geometric consistency. 

Wee hypothesise further that s4c in the relation constraint model propagates 
att most as much information as a GAC-enforcing algorithm does in our relation 
variablee model. Intuitively, this should be clear: every possible reduction of a 
disjunctivee constraint in the relation constraint model corresponds to a domain 
reductionn of a relation variable in our model. 
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9.4.44 Combining Cardinal Direction wit h Relative Orien-
tation n 

Thee exchange of information between a cardinal direction model for pairs of points 
ass mentioned in Section 9.4.2 and a relative orientation model for triples of points 
derivedd from the formalisation in [Freksa and Zimmermann, 1992] is studied in 
[Isli ,, 2003, Isli, 2004]. A rough example for the kind of reasoning that should be 
facilitatedd is the following. Suppose the points a, b, c in the plane are such that 

•• c is to the left of the directed line ab, and 

•• b is north of a, 

thenn c is south-west, west, or north-west of a and b 
Thiss integration task is quite analogous to the case of combining topology and 

sizee (Section 9.4.1), and so is the solution. Isli, working with relation constraints, 
proposess a new algorithm for this integration issue. 

Wee formulate a relation variable model. The cardinal direction subproblem 
cann straightforwardly be expressed in this approach; we omit the obvious details 
here.. The relative orientation subproblem leads to a model similar to that of 
orientationss in the preceding section; in particular, it is based on a ternary array. 
Thee arrays in the combined model are 

CDirRel,CDirRel, which is an n x n array, and 
ROrientRel,ROrientRel, which is an n x n x n array, 

iff we assume n points. 
Forr linking the two models, independent functions for both directions of the 

informationn transfer are described in [Isli, 2004]. They can be transformed into 
thee two constraints 

WnkcD^RoiWnkcD^Roi CDirRel[a,b], CDirRel[b,c], ROrientRel[a,b,c\), 

linkcD-Ro(( ROrientRel[a,b,c], CDirRel[a,b], CDirRel[b,c], CDirRel\a,c}) 

onn triples of points a, 6, c. 
Inn the relation constraint approach it is necessary to treat the information in 

linkcD^ROO and linkcD«-RO as meta constraints. An embedding algorithm is given 
inn [Isli, 2004]. This algorithm moreover integrates a variant of the s4c algorithm 
off [Isli and Cohn, 2000] and a path-consistency algorithm. 

Usingg relation variables, it suffices to state the constraints and provide a 
genericc GAC-enforcing algorithm. Also, by taking into account the semantics, 
forr a given triple of points, the first constraint linkCD_RO should just be the re
strictionn of the second constraint linkcD^RO in which the variable CDirRel[a,c] 
iss projected away. The former constraint is then redundant, and we end up with 
onee linking constraint 

\\nkcn&Ro{\\nkcn&Ro{ ROrientRel[a,b,c], CDirRel[a,b], CDirRel[b,c], CDirRel[a,c\). 
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Onn the grounds that both the relation variable and the relation constraint 
approachh are based on the same semantic information, for one embedded in an 
algorithm,, for the other in constraints, we conclude that both accept exactly the 
samee point configuration scenarios. 

9.4.55 Object Variables and Array Constraints 

Inn the relation variable model, spatial objects are denoted by constants. An object 
variable,variable, whose domain is the set of object constants, has thus a different meaning 
heree than in the relation constraint approach. This issue is best demonstrated 
byy an example. Suppose we wish to identify two regions among all given regions 
suchh that 

•• the first is smaller than the second, and 

•• they are disconnected or externally connected. 

Wee use topological and size information as formalised as in Section 9.4.1, so we 
havee arrays SizeRel and TopoRel recording the qualitative relations. Let Regions 
bee the set of the n region constants. We define 

regionn variables X\, x2 

whosee domain is the set Regions. They are constrained by 

SizeRel[xSizeRel[x11,x,x22]]  = (<), (C) 
TopoRel[xTopoRel[xuuxx22]]  e {DC, EC}. 

CC is a constraint on the variables X\,x2 and on all size relation variables in the 
arrayy SizeRel. Namely, region constants r\,r2 £ Regions must be assigned to 
X\,xX\,x22 such that the selected relation variable SizeRel\ri,r2] is assigned a '<' . 
Thiss constraint is an array constraint, which we study in Chapter 8. 

9.55 Implementation 

Too examine the feasibility of the relation variable approach, we implemented 
itt in ECL'PS6. Specifically, we deal with topology, size, their integration, and 
thee cardinal directions. Constraint propagation of all constraints is realised by 
membershipp rules that establish generalised arc-consistency. 

Thee implementation also incorporates the specialised heuristics for reasoning 
withh RCC-8 [Ligozat, 1998] and the cardinal directions [Renz and Nebel, 2001]. 
Notee that these techniques are heuristics, not decision procedures, in our context. 
Withh relation variables, they fall into the customary class of variable and value 
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orderingg heuristics in constraint programming search. Our experience is that the 
usee of these heuristics massively reduces the solving time. 

Thee implementation is used in Example 9.4.1; it is also the basis of the im-
plementationn of dynamic spatial reasoning which we discuss in Chapter 10. 

9.66 Final Remarks 

Wee discussed here an alternative formulation of qualitative spatial reasoning prob-
lemss as constraint satisfaction problems. Contrary to the conventional approach, 
wee model qualitative relations as variables. Uncertain relational information is 
naturallyy expressed by variables with domains; consistency of this information is 
naturallyy expressed by static constraints. The propagation of these constraints is 
aa well-understood issue in constraint programming; corresponding generic algo-
rithmss are provided by many constraint solving systems; also membership rules 
cann be used to that end. 

Whilee the principle of the relation variable approach has been described ear-
lier,, for instance for modelling qualitative temporal reasoning, the advantages 
off  applying it to QSR, especially for integration tasks, have so far very rarely 
beenn realised. We argued that several algorithms that are custom-designed 
forr integrating spatial aspects become redundant if a relation variable model 
andd a generic GAC-establishing constraint propagation algorithm is used: the 
BIPATH-CONSISTENCYY  algorithm of [Gerevini and Renz, 2002], the $4c algorithm 
off  [Isli and Cohn, 2000], the algorithm combining s4c and a path-consistency al-
gorithmm of [Isli, 2004]. 

Wee showed how the relation variable approach can accommodate com-
positee qualitative relations as investigated in [Cicerone and Felice, 2004, 
Skiadopouloss and Koubarakis, 2001] with the help of set variables and con-
straints.. Extending or combining a relation variable model often consists only 
inn defining appropriate constraints, contrary to what is the case in the relation 
constraintt approach where new algorithms must be designed. 

Finally,, let us remark that the strictly declarative model obtained within the 
relationn variable approach can be solved by any sufficiently expressive CSP solver. 
Thiss includes typical CP systems based on search and propagation, but for in-
stancee also solvers based on local search. 




